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Electromagnetic gauge invariance of the cloudy bag model

Gerald A. Miller,* and Anthony W. Thomas†

National Institute of Nuclear Theory, Box 351550, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 98195-1560
~Received 13 June 1996!

We examine the question of the gauge invariance of electromagnetic form factors calculated within the
cloudy bag model. One of the assumptions of the model is that electromagnetic form factors are most accu-
rately evaluated in the Breit frame. This feature is used to show that gauge invariance is respected in this frame.
@S0556-2813~97!01810-4#

PACS number~s!: 12.39.Ba, 12.90.1b, 12.39.Fe, 24.85.1p
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The present experimental efforts@1# to determine the
strangeness content of the nucleon have led to conside
interest in nucleon models which include pionic and kao
clouds. For example, one way to model the strangeness

tent of the nucleon is to regard it as having aK̄L component
@2#.

In the cloudy bag model~CBM! @3,4#, the pion field re-
quired by chiral symmetry is quantized and coupled to
quarks in an MIT bag@5#. This leads to a model that include
relativistic quark wave functions and quark confinement
well as respecting chiral symmetry. The cloudy bag mo
was applied to computingp- @3,6# andK-nucleon scattering
@7#, baryon electromagnetic@8,9# and axial form factors@10#,
M1 radiative decays of mesons of both light and heavy
vor @11#, and most recently deep-inelastic scattering@12#.
Generally good agreement with experiment was obtain
Moreover, the model provided a framework for nucle
physics which included the old meson cloud physics alo
with the new quark degrees of freedom in a consistent th
retical framework@4#.

Recently, Musolf and Burkardt@13# and Koepf and Hen-
ley @14# have argued that the standard computation of
nucleon electromagnetic form factors within such compo
models is not gauge invariant. An attempt was made to r
edy this perceived problem by adding a contact interact
as suggested by Gross and Riska@15#, or by applying the
minimal substitution prescription of Ohta@16#. These ‘‘ex-
tra’’ terms can be relatively large, especially when applied
the kaon cloud.

Of course, questions of local gauge invariance arise q
generally in nuclear physics, where one often works w
effective meson-nucleon interactions involving moment
dependent vertex functions. We recall that the cloudy b
model electromagnetic form factors are most accurately
culated in the Breit frame in which the initial momentum
the nucleon is2qW /2, the final momentum isqW /2, and the
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energy transferred to the target nucleon vanishes. The us
this special frame was necessary because the evaluatio
the model were not covariant and because recoil effects w
not included. The problems associated with this deficien
can be reduced by limiting the energy of each nucleon
AqW 2/41m2. Once obtained, the form factors can be used
any frame, under the restriction that2q2/4m2 be small.

Although the underlying, quark-level Lagrangian respe
electromagnetic gauge invariance, the CBM does not res
gauge invariance in all frames. In this paper we show that
CBM respects gauge invariance in the Breit frame and, the
fore, that in this frame no extra terms need to be added
calculating the nucleon electromagnetic form factors. In
der to prove this result one must include the vertex corr
tion illustrated in Fig. 1~b!, which was omitted in Ref.@14#.

The use of the Breit frame was essential to the CBM~as
to all the older, static source, meson theories@17,18# where
the source has known internal structure—the MIT bag@5#. In
a static model in contrast, there is no difference betwee
nucleon of momentum 0W and2qW /2, so that the choice of the
Breit frame was implicit in the identification ofGE(Q2) with
the matrix element ofj 0, while the matrix element ofjW was
identified withGM(Q2).

Calculations of electromagnetic form factorsGm and
nucleon self-energiesS obey electromagnetic gauge invar
ance if the Ward identity for nucleons of massm

qmGm~p8,p!5S21~p8!2S21~p! ~1!

is satisfied. Here the inverse propagator of the nucleon
S21(p)5gp2m2S(p) andp85p1q. As we have already
explained, the CBM is not covariant. All calculations of ele
tromagnetic form factors were made in time-ordered per
bation theory with on-mass shell nucleons. Indeed there
no discussion on how to continue the model off-mass sh

i-
ic

cal
ure
, FIG. 1. Contributions to the nucleon electromagnetic form fa
tors.
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Thus, the only legitimate concern over gauge invarian
within the model, is that Eq.~1! is satisfied when evaluate
between on-mass-shell spinorsū (p8) andu(p). That is, we
need to check whether

qm ū~p8!Gm~p8,p!u~p!5 ū~p8!@S21~p8!2S21~p!#u~p!.
~2!

It is useful to start by evaluating the cloudy bag mod
~CBM! value ofSCBM(p8)2SCBM(p). We use the loop in-
tegral formulation of the cloudy bag model, introduced
Koepf and Henley, to evaluate these quantities. Then

S~p!53ig2E d4k

~2p!4 g5f ~k!S~p2k! f ~k!g5D~k!, ~3!

whereD is the pion propagator,f (k) is the cloudy bag mode
form factor@ f (k)53 j 1(ukuWR)/ukuWR, with R the radius of the
bag#, andg is the pion nucleon coupling constant. We u
the pseudoscalar form of the cloudy bag model, but
pseudovector version yields the same result, as we shall

We have already noted that the CBM involves only o
mass-shell nucleons. The effects ofNN̄ pairs were not in-
cluded in the model—they were supposed to be suppre
by form factors for the composite particle. Thus, for the b
nucleon propagator it is consistent with the CBM to use
form

S0~p!→
1

2E~p!

g0E~p!2gW •pW 1m

p02E~p!1 i e
5

m

2E~p!

u~p! ū~p!

p02E~p!1 i e
,

~4!

whereE(p)5ApW 21m2. The pseudovector and pseudosca
interactions have the same matrix elements between on-
spinors, so this is the equality mentioned above. From
~4! we see that all that enters the dressed nucleon propag
in the CBM is the matrix element ofS between on-shel
spinors. Therefore the self-energy in the CBM was eff
tively the Dirac scalar quantitySCBM(p):

SCBM~p!53ig2E d4k

~2p!4

f 2~k!D~k!

2E~pW 2kW !

3
ū~p!g•ku~p!

p02k02E~pW 2kW !1 i e
. ~5!

We do thedk0 integral over the lower half plane, so th

k0→vk5AkW21mp
2 . A simple evaluation shows that

SCBM~p!5SCBM@E~ upW u!,pW #5
E~ upW u!

m
I 1~ upW u!1

I 2~ upW u!
m

,

~6!

where
e

l

e
ee.
-

ed
e
e

r
ell
q.
tor

-

I 1~ upW u!5
23g2

4 E d3k

~2p!3

f 2~ ukW u!

E~ upW 2kW u!

3
1

vk1E~ upW 2kW u!2E~ upW u!
~7!

and

I 2~ upW u!5
23g2

4 E d3k

~2p!3

f 2~ ukW u!

E~ upW 2kW u!

3
k•
W pW

vk1E~ upW 2kW u!2E~ upW u!
. ~8!

In the Breit frameupW 8u5upW u5uqW u/2 and E(pW 8)5E(upW u)
5AqW 2/41m2. Since Eq.~6! shows that the self-energy de
pends only onupW u, it is then clear that

SCBM~p8!2SCBM~p!50 ~9!

in this frame.
Considering first the bare vertexgm shown in Fig. 1~a!,

we see that its contraction withqm cancels the term
g•p82g•p on the right hand side of Eq.~1!. This means
that all that is needed to demonstrate the electromagn
gauge invariance of the CBM in the Breit frame is to sho
that qm ū (p8)@GCBM

m (p8,p)2gm#u(p)50.
There are two contributions toGCBM

m (p8,p)2gm. There is
a vertex contributionVm(p8,p) in which the photon hits the
nucleon while the pion is in the air@Fig. 1~b!#, and the direct
term Gp

m(p8,p) in which the photon couples to a charge

pion @Fig. 1~c!#. Then ū (p8)@Gm2gm#u(p)5Vm1Gp
m .

It is straightforward to obtain

qmVm~p8,p!5 ig2 ū~p8!E d4k

~2p!4 g5f ~k!S~p2k!

3g•qS~p82k! f ~k!g5u~p!D~k2!. ~10!

But

S~p2k!g•qS~p82k!5S~p2k!2S~p82k!, ~11!

so that

qmVm5
1

3
@S~p!2S~p8!#, ~12!

and from Eq.~9! we have

qmVm50. ~13!

Now considerqmGp
m . The Feynman graph is given by

qmGp
m~p8,p!5 i2g2E d4k

~2p!4 ū~p8!g5f ~k2q/2!

3S~p2k1q/2! f ~k1q/2!g5u~p! ~14!

D~k2q/2!D~k1q/2!@~k1q/2!22~k2q/2!2#, ~15!
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in which we have replaced the original integration variablek
by k2q/2. Then use Eq.~4! in the Breit frame (q050) to
obtain

qmGp
m~p8,p!5

2ig2

4 E d4k

~2p!4

ū~p8!g•ku~p!

E~k!@E~q/2!2k02E~k!#

3D~k2q/2! f ~k2q/2!D~k1q/2! f ~k1q/2!

3@~k1q/2!22~k2q/2!2#. ~16!

Consider the d3k integral for fixed k0, with
g•k5(g0k02gW •kW ). The coefficient of theg0k0 term van-
ishes since it is multiplied by an odd function ofkW . Further-
more, the integrald3k of the gW •kW term must be proportiona
to gW •qW because pW 5qW /252pW 8. However, ū (qW /2)gW

•qW u(2qW /2)50. Thus we haveqmGp
m(p8,p)50. Other terms,
D

such as the anomalous magnetic coupling to the intermed
nucleon, the influence of intermediateD states and the ef
fects of the pion-quark-photon contact interaction@19# are
individually gauge invariant. This means that the proof th
the CBM respects electromagnetic gauge invariance in
Breit frame is complete.

We recognize that the utility of the result proved above
limited. It would be better to use a fully covariant model
that one could verify the Ward identity in any frame. N
such model involving quarks, mesons, and photons ex
The present work is limited to the goal of showing that t
cloudy bag model was not grossly incorrect.
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